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Managing/ Senior Patent Associate (Pharma)
Qualifications

The candidate should be a Registered Patent Agent

The Candidate should be a qualified Engineer/Post-Graduate in any of the following
disciplines: Pharma (B. Pharm or M. Pharm or other associated qualifications)

Experience
3-5 years

Description
Stratjuris Law Partners, is strengthening its team by recruiting a Managing/ Senior
Patent Associate with Pharma background within the Patent division on
retainership basis.

Managing associate generally has 5+  years of Relevant Experience in IPR
domain
Senior Patent Associate has 3+ years of Relevant Experience in IPR
domain

Managing/ Senior Patent Associate reports to a Partner. Stratjuris is Looking for
people who are passionate about science and technological breakthroughs. An
ideal candidate should have the patience to read and write a lot of Research Papers
and scientific literature.

The Candidate will be recruited on Probation for three months and thereafter he/she
may be confirmed as retainer based on his/her performance.

Responsibilities
Broad outline of responsibilities of the Retainer are as follows:

1. Conducting Patent Research activities (Patent Prior Art Search, Patent
Invalidity Search etc.)

2. Drafting Patent Specifications
3. Drafting Response to Patent Examination Reports
4. Attending hearings and preparing follow up responses
5. Delivering training programs
6. Attending Inventor discussions and other business queries inside or outside

office or over the phone
7. Writing Articles on Patent Law
8. Other misclaneous responsibilities designated by Partner(s)

Job Benefits
The Position requires the Candidate to operate out of Stratjuris office in Baner at
Pune, however the firm is also considering candidates who are willing to work on
remote basis.

 

Benefits

Stratjuris Law Partners is an equal opportunity recruiter. We do not discriminate

Job Location
Pune
Remote work from: India

Date posted
May 28, 2018

Apply Now
Apply Now

Stratjuris This website belongs to an Intellectual Property Law firm
https://www.stratjuris.com



candidates based on their Gender, Age, Religion, Caste, Law School, State or
Origin. Once a candidate is retained with the firm, there is a mandatory period of
three months of probation after which the Candidate is Permanently retained by the
firm.

Contacts
Apply here
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